
App4Legal.v7.10 Release Notes

Important highlights from this release

Get notified the way that you want! You can now configure your reminders to be on a weekly, monthly or even on a yearly basis.
You can now set a default user rate for the practitioners working on a specific matter.
You can now work in a more efficient way. Set tasks and link them directly to the stages on your litigation cases.
Get informed of every action on a matter update. You are now able to receive email notifications and never miss out on the latest actions on your 
matters.
You can now change the type of expense from your matters directly. Set the expense as internal or billable within a few clicks.
Bug fixes & minor enhancements.

Issue 
Type

Summary Description

New 
Feature

Reminders Frequency  Get notified the way that you want! You can now configure your reminders to be on a 
weekly, monthly or even on a yearly basis.

Improve
ment

Add user rate per matter We added the ability to set a default user rate for the practitioners working on a specific 
matter

Improve
ment

Add the billable option to the add expense 
from the matter section

You can now change the type of expense from your matters directly. Set the expense as 
internal or billable within a few clicks

Improve
ment

Ability to link a task directly to a stage You can now work in a more efficient way. Set tasks and link them directly to the stages on 
your litigation cases.

Improve
ment

Add judgment value to judgement screens We added the judgement value to the screens relevant to a litigation matter.

Improve
ment

Switch tax accounts Fixed how taxes are inserted into certain accounts in the money module

Improve
ment

Add support to word documents on MAC Word documents are supported on MAC

Improve
ment

Option to enable "Send Notifications by 
Email" in matters

From the Notification Scheme, we added an option to enable send notifications by email by 
default

Improve
ment

HTML Injection + XSS mitigation in API Handled HTML injection and XSS mitigation in the API

Bug Prevent Cross-site Scripting Attacks Bug Fixed

Bug Specific user rate rounding The user rate was rounding to the correct decimal. Bug fixed.

Bug  Error in move document Bug fixed when moving some documents

Bug  Incorrect invoice amount Bug fixed

Bug Remove space from excel file Bug fixed

Bug Bug in task workflow transition Bug fixed

Bug Showing the wrong currency in payment form Bug fixed

Bug Error in the timer Bug fixed
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